


Please hold the line.
We will start in a few minutes. 
Many thanks for your patience.



Housekeeping rules

• All participants are muted upon entry by default.

• If you are dialling in by phone, please mute your device.

• Please switch off your camera.

• You may ask a question at any time during the webinar, please use the Q&A function on the 
right side of your screen.

• This meeting is being recorded.

• The meeting is also being live streamed on the EFAMa YouTube channel





Moderator

Natalie Westerbarkey, Vice 
Chair, EFAMA Investor 

Education Platform, Director & 
Head of EU Public Policy | 

Fidelity International



Agenda
• Bernard Delbecque: Why financial and investor education is important for the future development of 

Europe?

Annamaria Lusardi: The importance of financial literacy: Evidence and recommendations

• Chiara Monticone: OECD/INFE work on financial education for savings & investments

• Marcel Haag: Empowering citizens through financial literacy

• Nadia Linciano: Financial education efforts in Italy related to saving and investment decisions: 

Key needs and delivery channels

• Cristina Catania and Martin Huber: How to enhance Investor Education in the Asset Management 

Industry

• Questions & Answers



Bernard Delbecque
Senior Director for 

Economics and Research, 
EFAMA



Why financial and investor 
education is important for the 

future development of Europe?

EFAMA E-Seminar on Investor Education
30 November 2020

Bernard Delbecque
EFAMA
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Financial and investor education is 
a key element of investor protection 
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Financial and investor education is 
necessary for making the CMU a success 

“Financially literate individuals are more likely to improve their 
financial situation by putting long-term savings to better use.  
From a market perspective, increased financial literacy would 

result in higher retail investor participation which would help EU 
capital markets grow.” Final Report of the HLF on the CMU

It is good news that the European Commission integrated 
financial literacy in its new CMU Action Plan

“Governments and the financial sector should team up to 
launch new investor education initiatives to raise public 

awareness of the benefits arising from long-term investments.” 
EFAMA report on Household Participation in Capital Markets
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Why is financial and investor education important 
for making the CMU a success? 

The vast majority of EU households do not invest in capital market instruments 

Source: “Household Participation in Capital Markets – Assessing the current state and measuring future progress”, a report 
published by EFAMA on 10 September 2020.
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Why is financial and investor education important 
for making the CMU a success? 

A lack of sufficient financial literacy explains why EU citizens in most 
countries are keeping a very high share of financial wealth bank deposits 

Source: “Household Participation in Capital Markets – Assessing the current state and measuring future progress”, a report 
published by EFAMA on 10 September 2020.  The underlying data on financial literacy were published in a paper published by 
Klapper, Lusardi and van Outheusden. 
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Why is financial and investor education important 
for making the CMU a success? 

The financial wealth of European households would have been 
EUR 1.2 trillion higher at the end of 2019 had they decided to progressively 
reduce the share of deposits to 30% by investing in equity and bond funds 

Source: “Household Participation in Capital Markets – Assessing the current state and measuring future progress”, a report 
published by EFAMA on 10 September 2020.
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➢ Population ageing and the Covid-19 crisis 
have created a massive budgetary 

challenge, which will bring about further 
reduction in the level of first pillar 

pensions.

➢ People increasingly need to invest long-
term so they get higher sustainable 

returns and a suitable complementary 
income for their retirement. 

Financial and investor education is also 
important for people to understand the 

importance of long-term savings, 
including private retirement savings
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Financial and investor education initiatives should be at the heart of the 
strategy to address the main challenges facing Europe

Pension 
savings gap

Unsustainable 
growth

Higher savings

Pension 
policies

Member 
States

Smart savings

Financial and 
Investor 

education

Monitoring 
progress

Tax incentives

Public and 
private sector

EU & OECD & 
IMF

Member 
States

Sustainable 
investment

Policy drivers

Leading 
sectors

Key 
challenges

Main 
solutions



THANK YOU

CONTACT

Bernard Delbecque
Senior Director for Economics and Research

EFAMA
Bernard.Delbecque@efama.org

Follow us on Linkedin

mailto:Bernard.Delbecque@efama.org
https://www.linkedin.com/company/efama/?viewAsMember=true
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University Professor of Economics 

and Accountancy at the George 
Washington University School of 

Business and Founder
Academic Director of the Global 

Financial Literacy Excellence Center
(GFLEC)



Annamaria Lusardi
The George Washington University School of Business and GFLEC    
Italian Financial Education Committee

November 30, 2020

The importance of financial literacy: Evidence and 
recommendations
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• The level of financial and risk literacy is very low

• Disaggregating the evidence: large differences across 

countries and demographic groups

• Large initiatives and programs are urgently needed

Three main considerations
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Financial literacy across the globe (S&P Global Finlit Survey, 2014) 

Only 1 in 3 adults worldwide have basic financial literacy

% of financially literate adults
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Gender differences in financial literacy around the world

In most economies around 

the world, men have higher 

financial literacy than 

women
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Financial literacy in selected countries in Europe (S&P Global Finlit Survey, 2014)

• Financial literacy 
varies a lot within 
Europe

• Spain is at 49%, 
Italy at 37% and 
Portugal at 26% 
versus Germany 
(66%) and Sweden  
(71%)
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More recent evidence (2017 and 2020)
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Risk literacy is particularly low
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Risk literacy is low everywhere in Europe
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Gender differences in risk literacy are particularly large
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Financial literacy can be linked to financial behaviors
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Financial fragility in Europe: Bruegel’s Policy Contribution 
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According to 2020 Italian data, financial literacy is a shield against shocks 
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Implications for policy and programs

– Financial illiteracy is widespread

 We need large and scalable programs

– Limited  financial education programs are not going to be 

effective

 Widespread financial illiteracy requires robust 

interventions

– One size does not fit all

 Need for more targeted programs, particularly for 

vulnerable groups
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Looking forward 

– Financial education to recover from the crisis 

 Invest in knowledge 

– Addressing inequality 

 Differences in financial literacy conducive to differences in 

savings and investment

– Toward a unified capital market

 Critically important to have financially literate investors
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Some initiatives from Italy 

– Financial literacy month (October) 

 It is also breast cancer awareness month (prevention is better than 

the cure) 

– Financial literacy in the theater, movies and literature

 Financial literacy is about life

– Initiatives at the local level

 Work with mayors to promote financial education. Bottom-up 

approach to better understand the needs of people

– Initiatives for women

 Women are interested in financial education programs and have a 

multiplier effect. 



Thank you!

More than ever, women need to be fearless



Thank you!



Chiara Monticone
Senior Policy analyst, OECD



OECD/INFE work on financial 
education for savings & 

investments

EFAMA e-Seminar: Investor Education Initiatives – How to Ensure Effective 
Delivery by the Public Sector and the Financial Industry? 
30 November 2020 @16:00 CET



PRESENTATION OVERVIEW

1. Context

Savings, investments and pensions 

2. OECD Recommendation on Financial Literacy  

37

The role of the private sector 

Effective delivery 



Availability of a financial cushion in case of income loss: Percentage of people who could continue to cover living 

expenses for a given period of time if they lost their main source of income, without borrowing or moving house
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1. CONTEXT
LIMITED FINANCIAL RESILIENCE ACROSS ECONOMIES

38

https://www.oecd.org/financial/education/oecd-infe-2020-international-survey-of-adult-financial-literacy.pdf


1. CONTEXT
LIMITED KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS AROUND SAVINGS, 
INVESTMENTS, PENSIONS 
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OECD average-13
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to each financial knowledge question
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Source: OECD (2020), OECD/INFE 2020 International Survey of Adult Financial Literacy Source: PISA 2018 financial literacy assessment. 

https://www.oecd.org/financial/education/oecd-infe-2020-international-survey-of-adult-financial-literacy.pdf


OECD/INFE work on savings, investments, retirement 
and pensions  



OECD RECOMMENDATION ON FINANCIAL LITERACY 
WHAT IT IS

Single, comprehensive, instrument on financial literacy
To design, implement and evaluate financial literacy policies
Building on 4 previous Recommendations, and work for the G20 and APEC  

Holistic approach to financial-consumer issues
Where financial literacy, together with improved financial access, adequate 
consumer protection, and regulatory frameworks, are expected to support 
financial resilience and well-being 

Key areas 
1. National strategies for financial literacy 
2. Financial literacy and the various sectors of the financial landscape
3. Effective delivery of financial literacy programmes

41



OECD RECOMMENDATION ON FINANCIAL LITERACY 
SAVING, INVESTMENT, RETIREMENT AND PENSIONS

Promote awareness 
and understanding of 
the characteristics & 

risks products/services

Empower individuals 
to evaluate products/ 

services

Promoting informed 
and active choice

In general, when addressing issues related to saving and investment; planning and saving for retirement 
and pensions; risk management (among others)

And in particular, in developing financial literacy programmes to support decision-making about 
saving, investment, retirement and pensions

Awareness on risk 
diversification, 

balance of risk and 
reward, etc

Implications on 
society and the 

environment, and 
sustainability 

considerations

Access to 
information on 

complexities
Behavioural biases



• Coordination: national strategies
– avoid duplication of efforts, inefficient use of resources and ensure that all relevant 

target audiences have access to financial literacy

– support public strategies and programmes

• Distinguishing commercial and educational activities
– ensuring that they do not promote their own products and services when implementing 

financial literacy activities

– national industry associations or self-regulatory bodies, codes of conduct 

• Impartiality, objectivity, quality and fairness 
– in the design and implementation of their financial literacy programmes

OECD RECOMMENDATION ON FINANCIAL LITERACY 
THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR 



OECD RECOMMENDATION ON FINANCIAL LITERACY 
EFFECTIVE DELIVERY

Solid base: start small, pilot, core competencies

Take into 
account biases, 
preferences and 

actual 
behaviours

Not only 
financial 

knowledge, but 
also improving 
their attitudes 

and skills, 
behaviour

Allow 
participants to 

experience what 
they are 
learning

Sufficient length 
and quality

Revise for better efficacy: evaluate impact



THANK YOU

chiara.monticone@oecd.org

www.oecd.org/financial/education



Marcel Haag 
Director for horizontal 
policies, DG FISMA, 

European Commission



Empowering citizens
through financial literacy
The actions foreseen in the area of financial education to 
strengthen the CMU

Marcel Haag
Investor Education Initiatives webinar, 

30/11/2020



Financial education in the EU context

• As confirmed by the OECD study on adult financial literacy, financial literacy 
is generally very low, much lower than one could expect, also for highly 
educated individuals.

• Increasing the levels of financial literacy can have many benefits in particular 
for citizens but also for the society in general.

• In the EU, the main competence for education, including on financial matters, 
lies with the Member States. However, the Union can support and 
supplement their action, if necessary.

• This is an enormous task and we will all need to work together, including 
industry. 



• Based on the recommendations from the High Level Forum, the Commission
recently adopted its new CMU Action Plan for people and businesses. One of 
its objectives is to make the EU an even safer place for individuals to save 
and invest long-term. 

• The envisaged actions on financial literacy are:

• a feasibility assessment for the development of a dedicated EU financial competence 
framework by Q2 2021, building on relevant existing frameworks.

• An assessment whether it is appropriate to extend the principle enshrined in Article 6 of 
the Mortgage Credit Directive (MCD), which requires Member States to promote financial
education measures, to other relevant sectoral legislation.

Financial literacy in the CMU Action Plan



• A financial competence framework can highlight key areas of competence 
pertaining to financial literacy and serve to promote a shared understanding. 
It should build on existing frameworks and include digital and sustainability-
related aspects of financial literacy.

• It would be made available – for voluntary uptake – to public authorities and 
private bodies. It could inter alia provide a basis for: 

• development of national financial literacy strategies

• direct inclusion of financial education in curricula reforms in Member States,

• monitoring of financial literacy of citizens; 

• more broadly, design of learning materials, awareness-raising campaigns etc

• First step: Feasibility study by Q2 2021

EU financial competence framework



• Article 6 MCD requires Member States to promote financial education
measures in relation to responsible borrowing and debt management.

• Possibility to build on this precedent and extend it to investment-related
legislation (MiFID, IDD, PEPP, UCITS, PRIIPs).

• First step: by Q1 2021, the Commission will assess the appropriateness of 
such an extension

Possible extension of Art. 6 MCD



• Financial education is important but it cannot replace consumer protection
rules. 

• The legal framework for retail investment needs to ensure trust and provide
for fair outcomes and in this way enhance retail participation in capital 
markets. 

• As also announced in the CMU AP, COM will come forward with a retail
investment strategy in the first half of 2022. This strategy will put retail
investors at the center and assess the whole customer journey. 

• To ensure a strong evidence base, COM has recently commissioned a study
on inducements, disclosure, advice and suitability. 

Beyond financial education…



Nadia Linciano
Head of Economic 

Studies Unit, Research 
Department, CONSOB



Financial education efforts in Italy related 
to saving and investment decisions 
Key needs and delivery channels

Nadia Linciano

EFAMA webinar, 30 November 2020
Investor Education Initiatives: How to Ensure Effective Delivery by the Public 
Sector and the Financial Industry?
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Outline

Opinions are personal and do not bind on CONSOB.

• Key needs: Attitudes, knowledge and skills relevant to 
financial choices

• The role of financial information and of advisors in the 
investment decision-making process

• Financial education: delivery channels

http://www.consob.it/web/consob-and-its-
activities/report-on-investments-households



Key needs: Attitudes, knowledge and 
skills relevant to financial choices

56
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76% risk averse loss averse63%Attitudes

no trust in 
intermediaries63%

Source: 2019 and 2020 CONSOB Report on financial investments of Italian households

when
managing
personal 
finances…

46% financial self-
effectiveness

mental accounting85% anchoring/
endowment effect51%

herding behaviour25%

EFAMA webinar, 30 November 2020



Knowledge and 
decision-making
process

Source: 2020 CONSOB Report on financial investments of Italian households, forthcoming
58

35% don’t know’ answers

40% correct answers on average

21% no correct answer

limited financial knowledge

25% correct answers on average
(questions on financial products)

decision-making process
(limited financial control)

irregular savings 37%

regular savings 34%

no special reason 23%
savings are 

mainly driven by 
precautionary

motives

does not have a financial
plan

does not stick to a budget
60%

60%

Big five (basic) and two
more (advanced)

• risk-return trade-off 

• compound interest

• inflation

• mortgage

• diversification

• bond spread

• interest rate and bond 
price

28%

overconfidence

EFAMA webinar, 30 November 2020



EFAMA webinar, 30 November 2020
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Investments: 
participation in 
financial
markets 

Poor investment
decision-making
process: only 10% 
consider investment 
goals and risk 
attitude, 14% risk 
capacity, 33% the 
holding period)

Italian bank bonds 10%

Italian Government bonds23%

bank and/or postal savings 46%

listed stocks 13%

mutual funds 31%

34%
hold at least one                 

financial product

Source: 2017 and 2020 CONSOB Report on financial investments of Italian households, forthcoming

41%
do not assess any
factor relevant to 
investment choice



The role of financial information and 
of advisors in the investment 
decision-making process 

60



Attitudes 
towards financial 
information 

EFAMA webinar, 30 November 2020
61

43%

48%

27%

prone  to framing effect 31%

Framing effect entails 
attitude to change one’s 

own risk preferences 
depending on the way 

information is presented

invest

anyway

invest only if
understand
information

used to reading 
information 
documents

Source: Figg. 2.24, 6.1 and 6.5 2017 CONSOB Report on financial investments of Italian households
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CONSOB – UNIVPM 
consumer testing

http://www.consob.it/documents/1
1973/204072/qdf82.pdf/58dc22f8-
504b-4bad-9679-610306359dfc

Aim: explore the relationship between

representation of risk and return characteristics of financial products 

- risk perception
- propensity to invest

Consumer testing (CT) on a sample of 300 Italian investors referred to:

• different representation formats of the same information on risk, return and 
costs on …

• … four financial instruments:  two structured bonds negotiated on the Italian 
retail bond market and two Italian listed stocks with different risk levels

Research questions
• RQ1. How are different risk-return representations appraised in terms of 

complexity?
• RQ2. Does risk-return representation affect risk perception?
• RQ3. Does risk-return representation affect investment choices (in terms of 

product chosen and amount invested)?
• RQ4: How perceived complexity interacts with financial literacy and self-

confidence?EFAMA webinar, 30 November 2020
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CONSOB – UNIVPM 
consumer testing

http://www.consob.it/documents/1
1973/204072/qdf82.pdf/58dc22f8-
504b-4bad-9679-610306359dfc

Key takeaways

• Higher perceived complexity is associated to higher risk perception
and lower willingness to invest (framing effect is key)

• Simplifying financial disclosure may not be enough to ensure correct
risk perception and unbiased investment choices→ salience

• Interaction among investors’ heterogeneity, behavioural biases and
risk perception questions the existence of an ‘optimal’ disclosure

– Providing more than one representation of the same risk/return features
(Diacon and Hasseldine, 2005; the European legislator in the KIID regulation
for the UCITS) may be a virtuous solution

• Financial experts and advisors may actually make the difference, by
playing an educational role→ financial education at the point of sale
(‘just-in-time education’)?

EFAMA webinar, 30 November 2020



Financial education: 
delivery channels

64
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

I wouldn't do it in any case

yes, but I wouldn't know
                 who to ask for

yes, through non official websites

yes, I'd attend a financial
    education programme

yes, through specialised media

                yes, through
institutional websites

I'd relay also on other
             intermediaries

I'd rely on the recommendation
         of my relatives and friends

I'd rely on the recommendation
                                of my advisor

if you should make an important financial decision, 
would you try to learn more?
(multiple answers)

proactive attitude

propensity to
rely on others

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

I wouldn't do it in any case

yes, but I wouldn't know
                who to ask for

I'd rely on financial education
programme/institutional

          websites/specialized
media/non-official websites

    I'd rely on intermediaries/
advisors/relatives and friends

if you should make an important financial decision, 
would you try to learn more?
(only mutually exclusive groups of answers)

• Only 30% of decision 
makers declare to be willing 
to learn more when making 
important choices (without 
relying on any other 
support)

• But 15% is not able to 
identify a point of 
reference

• More than 30% prefer to 
rely on intermediaries

• 24% are not interested

Need to find the 
right mix…

Source: 2020 CONSOB Report on financial investments of Italian households, forthcoming

… as different 
people ask for 
different things

EFAMA webinar, 30 November 2020
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• Most preferred tools by Italian households: face-to-face and 
online lessons, followed by books/manuals and newspapers

• Beyond those already using it (6%), only 25% of respondents 
show a potential interest in an app to manage household budget 

Need to find the 
right mix…

0% 10% 20% 30%

I'm not interested in/none

don't know

video-pills

radio and tv

specialised newspapers and magazine

books and manuals

training programme/webinars

training programme/frontal lessons

what would be useful to learn more?
(multiple answers allowed)

6%

27%

66%

would you be interested in an app to 
manage your household budget?

yes, I'm already using it
yes, I would be interested in
no

Source: 2020 CONSOB Report on financial investments of Italian households, forthcoming

… as different 
people may 
appreciate different 
tools

EFAMA webinar, 30 November 2020
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No silver bullet in 
financial 
education exists

The role of 
public institutions 

• Outreach and engagement 
• Cooperation also within the National Strategy for Financial 

Education

As for CONSOB:
• Strengthening financial control in order to enhance 

financial resilience → decision making process
• identification of financial objectives
• financial planning and budgeting
• savings
• investment choices

• Cooperation with schools, Universities, public and private 
institutions

• Edutainment, gamification, frontal lessons, digital contents
EFAMA webinar, 30 November 2020
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• Opportunities for asset managers that may still remain 
unexploited

• ‘Educational content, which was found to garner the most investor/audience interaction, 
was not the predominant type of content across the board. Companies favoured in-
house market research (i.e. polls) as a base for ‘original content’ instead’, see 
Peregrine survey Online but off-message? Digital Presence and Content Marketing in 
the Asset Management Industry, http://peregrine-insights.com/downloads/Online-But-
Off-Message-Content-Marketing-Paper.pdf

• Provide educational resources and information documents 
based on behavioural data of different clusters of end-
users (one-size-does-not-fit-all)
• B2B
• B2C

• ‘EduTech’, Smart disclosure, life-long learning, mix of 
online contents and in-person seminars 
• Harness big data analysis and FinTech platforms

• Emphasis on the information the investors want and 
need to make choices in their best interest

No silver bullet in 
financial 
education exists

The role of the 
industry and asset 
managers: deliver both 
B2B and B2C 
evidence-based 
educational contents 
and tailored 
information

EFAMA webinar, 30 November 2020



Thank you for your attention!



Martin Huber
Senior Partner, 

McKinsey

Cristina Catania
Partner, McKinsey
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Any use of this material without specific permission of McKinsey & Company 
is strictly prohibited
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EFAMA e-seminar

How to enhance 
Investor Education in 
the Asset Management 
Industry
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There are 4 major pillars for a successful 
financial and investor education program..

Partnership

Target 
segment

… assuming some 
decisions already taken

Delivery 
format

Governing thought: 
Financial instrument and 
investor education

Owner: 
EFAMA driven

Geographic focus: 
Europe

Content / 
sub-theme
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However reality looks much more complex

Governing 
thought

Owner

Geographic 
focus

Partnership 
need

Target segment 

Content /
sub-theme

Delivery format

Educating on benefits AM industry Educating on funds Other

EFAMA EFAMA and Member 
Associations Asset Managers Distributors

EuropeGlobal Country level

AMs Distributors Universities Governments OtherEU Commission

All private 
investors Students Millennials Boomers Affluent/

private Self-directed Retirees Other

AM industry role 
and advantages Funds benefits ESG COVID-19 OtherFinancial literacy

In person classes Digital –
Webinars

Digital –
Social media

Digital –
Online OtherDigital – Games

Some trade-offs to 
address

Target segment
More standardized program for 
everybody or detailed program 
for a specific segment?

Delivery format
Digital to ensure rapidity or non-
digital to reach different social-
demographic audience?

Partnership
No partners to go faster or 
many partners involved to be 
more effective?

Key dimensions to consider
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We scanned Asset Management relevant 
current offer on financial education 
across three key dimensions

Students
Millennials
Boomers
Affluent/Private
Self-directed
Retirees

Target segment

ESG

Financial literacy

Funds benefits

COVID-19

AM industry role and advantages

Content

In person classes
Digital – Webinars
Digital – Social media
Digital – Online
Games

Delivery format

Industry AssociationsAsset managers and distributors

Asset Management 
industry offer

Dimensions

Not exhaustive
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AM industry delivers a variety of initiatives with some innovative 
features, but in a fragmented and non-comprehensive way

Content

Delivery format: In person classes Digital webinars Digital tools

White spots Cross target customers

Students Millennials Boomers Affluent/Private Self-directed Retirees

Target segment

Financial 
literacy

COVID-19

ESG

AM industry 
role and 
advantages 

Funds benefits

Not exhaustive
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A comprehensive program to enhance financial and investment 
education should be organized in four steps

Identify learning needs for 
target segments included as a 
target user of the platform on 
the topic of financial literacy 

1

Identify the potential delivery 
formats and evaluate options 
for the development of the 
platform

3 Prove feasibility of the 
platform by developing Proofs 
of Concept which will validate 
and demonstrate the capacity 
of the adaptive learning plat-
form to embed different types 
of technology and digital 
formats

4

Determine content, learning 
strategies, tactics, design and 
functional features that will 
address the prioritized needs 
for selected target segments 
and translate them into key 
delivery formats and design 
requirements of the platform

2

Detailed next
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2. Determine digital formats for specific target segments and needs 
– Key innovative trends for online education platforms

Adaptive modules Rewards schemesMicro-learningVirtual coaches
1 2 3 4

Social learningImmersive simulationsNudges Gamified assessment
5 6 7 8

Digital only
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3. Evaluate options for the development of the delivery and learning 
platform with medium and long term horizons

Medium-term horizon

Including state-of-the-art UX (e.g., chatbot)
Promoting a “one-stop-shop” for any financial information. Should not require 
log-in for easy access
Key features could include nudges, rewards, quizzes and adaptive modules 
(microlearning)

Customized for students’ and 
teachers’  needs
Additional features could include a  
transactional chatbot, full 
gamification,  reward schemes 
and micro-learning

Key  
characteri-
stics

For general public For students

Objectives Offer quick answers to specific questions
Include gamification and personalized context

Integrate a digital adaptative platform for 
students and adults

Description Develop an “upgraded platform” website for 
the general  public augmented with 
additional tools to target segments

Integrate a state-of-the-art and personalised
learning experience for students and adults

Upgraded platform

Long-term horizon

Integrated digital and adaptive learning platform

Progressively add more 
features to continuously 
improve the platform



Moderator

Q&A
Please use the Q&A function on 
the right side of your screen to 

send us your questions.

Natalie Westerbarkey

Bernard Delbecque

Cristina Catania Martin Huber Marcel Haag

Annamaria Lusardi Chiara Monticone

Nadia Linciano
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